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A semibiplane 9 is a collection of points and certain subsets of points
called blocks (lines), satisfying:
(1) two distinct points of 9 are in exactly 0 or 2 distinct blocks of .P?;
(2) two distinct blocks of 9 contain exactly 0 or 2 common points of
.ii9;
(3) .B is connected (in a graph-theoretical sense);
(4) every block of .S contains at least 3 points.
Then it is easy to prove the following facts. If u  is the number of points in
a finite semibiplane, then u  is also the number of blocks. If k is the number
of points on one block of 9, then every block of .D contains k points and
every point of 9 is on k blocks. So a finite semibiplane has parameters
(u,  k). For any given line 1 there are exactly t > 1 (constant) lines parallel to
I (where I is considered to be parallel to itself) and u  = t + (: ). For any
given point P there are exactly t points not connected to P (where P is
considered not connected to P).
A semibiplane 59 is a biplane if and only if t = 1. A semibiplane .8 is
called “group divisible” if parallelism of lines is an equivalence relation (i.e.,
transitive) so that the u  lines are partitioned in r parallel classes with f lines
in each class (V  = rt). In addition, the nonconnectedness of points is also an
equivalence relation so that the u  points are partitioned in r “systems of
points,” where t points in one system are pairwise disconnected.
If 9 is group divisible, then, obviously, kt < 2). Let 9 be a group-divisible
semibiplane with k points on a line. Then we call  9 “an elation
semibiplane” if k is even and t = k/2 and 9 is “a homology semibiplane” if
k is odd and t = (k - 1)/2, where t is the number of lines in a parallel class.
Let .P be a finite-projective plane of order q  (not necessarily a prime
power) and let a be an involuted automorphism of .8. We construct the
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semibiplane 9 = 9(9, a) as follows: The points of 9 are the unordered
pairs (P, P”) for each point P of 9 such that P # P”; the lines of 9 are the
unordered pairs (1,  I”), where 1 is a line of 9 such that I# I”. The point
(P, P”) is on the block (I, I”) if and only if P is on I or P is on I”. Then it is
easy to see that 9 = 9(9, a) is a group-divisible semibiplane. Moreover, if
a is an elation, then 9 = AY(9, a) is an elation semibiplane and if a is a
homology, then 9 = 9(9”,  a) is a homology semibiplane.
It is well known that there is no projective plane of order 6. But in spite of
that there exists (up to isomorphism) exactly one elation semibiplane with
k = 6 points on a line. The 18 points of that semibiplane are denoted by 1 i,
2,, 3,, 4,,  5i, 6,, i = 0, 1,2,  and the 18 lines are
The automorphism group G of this semibiplane acts transitively on all 18
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lines and contains a subgroup G, which is an extension of a group of order 3
by A,. It is of interest to investigate if G, = G or not.
Even more fantastic is the fact that there exists an elation semibiplane ~9
with k = 10 points on a line in spite of the fact that there is no projective
plane of order 10 with an involution (elation).
The 50 points of g are li, 2i,..., 10, with i = 0, 1,2,3,4.  The semibiplane
Q has an automorphism p which acts on the points as follows: (aJ0 = ai+,
for all u = 1, 2,..., 10 and i = 0, 1,2,3,4  and the indices i are to be
considered as integers mod 5. The 50 lines of g are obtained with @) from
the following 10 lines Zi:
l3 =
hl' 21' 3" 41. SO' E4' 72' B4. q2, 103)
l4 = PO, 4' 33'  41' S4'  EO' 74'  B2' q3, 102)
l5 = h 22' 31'  44' S3' E2' 74' e,. 9?, 103)
l6 =
110,  22' 34'  nq, 52'  E3' 71' R4, q3, lOI  )
l7 =
(10,  23' 32' 44' S4' 6,' 72' B3. qo, IO1 )
I8 =
bo, 23' 34' 42' 5,'  b4' 73' B2, gl, IO,)
l9 = b0~  24' 32' 43' 5,' E3' 7().  El' q4, 1o2)
l10 = (10,  24' 33'  42' S3' El' 7?'  ao, q2, I04).
Apart from p we have found two other automorphisms of ~9:
PO = (20.103,42,32, 93)150.53'51'54'523(60,62,64,6,,63)
~2,~'04~4~.33~94)~70'74~~3~72,7,l~80,a,,R2,83,84)
~22.100,44,34,901
123.~o,,40,30,91)
~24.102,41731,92)
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and
In fact the group G = (p,  pO,  2) is an extension of the elementary Abelian
group @) x @,,)  of order 25 by the cyclic group (1)  of order 4 with
pl =p-’ and pt =pi. The group G acts on 50 lines in two orbits with 25
lines in each orbit. The full automorphism group of CS3  is probably G.
